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Abstract
Exposure to interparental violence is associated with negative outcomes, such as depression, post-traumatic stress disorder
and reduced cognitive abilities. However, little is known about the potential effects of witnessing domestic violence during
childhood on gray matter volume (GMV) or cortical thickness. High-resolution 3.0 T volumetric scans (Siemens Trio Scanner)
were obtained on 52 subjects (18–25 years) including 22 (6 males/16 females) with a history of visually witnessing episodes
of domestic violence, and 30 (8 males/22 females) unexposed control subjects, with neither a current nor past DSM-IV Axis I
or II disorder. Potential confounding effects of age, gender, level of parental verbal aggression, parental education, financial
stress, full scale IQ, and total GMV, or average thickness were modeled using voxel based morphometry and FreeSurfer.
Witnessing domestic violence subjects had a 6.1% GMV reduction in the right lingual gyrus (BA18) (P = 0.029, False
Discovery Rate corrected peak level). Thickness in this region was also reduced, as was thickness in V2 bilaterally and left
occipital pole. Theses regions were maximally sensitive to exposure to witnessing domestic violence between 11–13 years
of age. Regional reductions in GMV and thickness were observed in both susceptible and resilient witnessing domestic
violence subjects. Results in subjects witnessing domestic violence were similar to previously reported results in subjects
with childhood sexual abuse, as the primary region affected was visual cortex. Brain regions that process and convey the
adverse sensory input of the abuse may be specifically modified by this experience, particularly in subjects exposed to
a single type of maltreatment. Exposure to multiple types of maltreatment is more commonly associated with
morphological alterations in corticolimbic regions. These findings fit with preclinical studies showing that visual cortex is
a highly plastic structure.
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ment in a healthy community sample. FreeSurfer, a software
program for cortical surface-based reconstruction and analysis
[9,10], was then used in a more focused manner to verify and
extend the findings.

Introduction
Witnessing domestic violence (WDV) is a highly stressful and
potentially traumatic event. Approximately 15.5 million children
in the U.S. witness DV annually [1]. Although many parents try to
shelter their children from WDV, children in violent homes
commonly see, hear, and intervene in episodes of WDV [2]. WDV
increases risk for depression [3] and aggression [4,5] by 2–4 fold,
and is a frequent causes of childhood PTSD [6,7].
Is WDV during childhood associated with enduring effects on
brain morphometry? We recently reported a reduction in the
integrity of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF) interconnecting visual cortex to limbic system in a sample of young
adults who witnessed interparental violence during childhood
[8]. The aim of this study was to investigate whether WDV
during childhood was associated with enduring differences in
GMV. Voxel based morphometry (VBM) was used to provide
an unbiased, even-handed, whole-brain, voxel-by-voxel assess-
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Methods
Ethics Statement
This Project has been reviewed and approved by the McLean
IRB, Assurance # 00002744. During the review of this Project,
the IRB specifically considered (i) the risks and anticipated
benefits, if any, to subjects; (ii) the selection of subjects; (iii) the
procedures for securing and documenting informed consent; (iv)
the safety of subjects; and (v) the privacy of subjects and
confidentiality of the data. All participants gave written informed
consent prior to participation.
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Childhood poverty may be an important risk factor for
psychopathology and affect trajectories of brain development.
Young adult subjects were often uncertain about parental income
while they were growing up. However, they were well aware of the
degree of perceived financial sufficiency, or stress they experienced
during this time. This was rated with a Likert item ranging from 1
(much less than enough money for our needs) to 5 (much more
than enough money for our needs). Perceived financial sufficiency
explained a greater share of the variance in symptom ratings than
combined family income.
MRI acquisition and analysis. Image analysis was performed on high-resolution, T1-weighted MRI datasets, which
were acquired on a Trio Scanner (3T; Siemens AG, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). An inversion prepared
3D MPRAGE sequence was used with an eight-element phasedarray RF reception coil (Siemens AG). GRAPPA acquisition and
processing was used to reduce the scan time, with a GRAPPA
factor of 2. Scan parameters were: the sagittal plane, TE/TR/TI/
flip = 2.74 ms/2.1 s/1.1 s/12 deg; 3D matrix 25662566128 on
25662566170 mm field of view; bandwidth 48.6 kHz; scan time
4:56.
VBM using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College, London) was conducted as previously described [11,21,22]. Briefly,
coarsely segmented images were registered to a standard template
[23,24] that conforms to the space defined by the ICBM, NIH P20 project. Volume changes induced by normalization were
adjusted via a modulation algorithm. Spatially normalized images
were segmented into gray and white matter and smoothed using
a 12-mm full-width half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel to
generate a statistical parametric map. Between-group differences
were analyzed using a general linear model. Potential confounding
effects of age, sex, parental education, perceived financial
sufficiency, parental verbal abuse, full scale IQ and whole segment
GMV were modeled, and attributable variances excluded.
Statistical threshold was set at P,0.05 with correction for multiple
comparisons at cluster level (height threshold of Z.3.09) because
of the increased sensitivity of clusters to detect spatially extended
signal changes [25,26]. Inference testing was based on the theory
of Gaussian fields [27]. Potential problems relating to nonisotropic smoothness, which can invalidate cluster level comparisons [23], were corrected by adjusting cluster size from the resel
per voxel image [25,28].
VBM is a potentially powerful technique but it hinges on
a number of assumptions, particularly the accuracy of image coregistration [29]. Hence, VBM findings were reevaluated using an
independent technique that does not rely on co-registration.
Cortical surface-based analysis was performed using FreeSurfer
(version 5.1; Laboratory for Computational Neuroimaging,
Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Boston, MA)
[9,10,30]. Each subject’s reconstructed brain was converted to
an average spherical surface representation that optimally aligned
sulcal and gyral features for the individual subject [9,10].
Subdivision of the cortical ribbon into gyral-based subdivisions
resulted in the identification of 82 validated cortical parcellation
units per hemisphere. By application of the original deformation
algorithms in reverse, ROIs were mapped back on to each
unfolded surface [10]. Differences between WDV and control
groups in thickness were assessed using analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) with parental education, financial sufficiency, age,
gender degree of exposure to PVA, and mean cortical thickness as
covariates. Parcellation regions selected for analysis were located
in and around the areas of greatest difference identified by VBM.
They included visual areas V1, V2 and V5/MT, lingual, fusiform,

Participants
Participants were recruited
from the community using methods previously detailed
[8,11,12,13]. Our goal was to recruit unmedicated right-handed
subjects 18–25 years of age who visually witnessed episodes of DV
but were not exposed to childhood sexual abuse parental loss,
neglect, physical maltreatment or other traumatic events. Subjects
were also required to be free from neurological disease or insult,
including head trauma resulting in loss of consciousness .5
minutes or migraine headaches. Subjects were excluded with
a history of premature birth or birth complications; maternal
substance abuse during pregnancy; or medical disorders that could
affect brain development.
All potentially eligible subjects from online screenings were
invited to the laboratory and underwent detailed evaluation,
including Structural Clinical Interviews for DSM-IV Axis I and II
psychiatric disorders (SCID) [14]. Exposure to interfamilial
violence and other forms of maltreatment were assessed using
the 100-item semi-structured Traumatic Antecedents Interview
[15]. This interview was designed to evaluate reports of childhood
sexual abuse, physical abuse, WDV, physical or emotional neglect,
significant separations or losses, parental verbal abuse, or parental
discord [16]. Certified mental health clinicians conducted the
assessment and evaluation interviews. A panel of three doctorallevel psychiatric clinicians with extensive experience treating
trauma-exposed individuals reviewed information on potential
subjects and group assignments were made by full consensus.
WDV subjects were selected without regard to psychiatric history,
except for alcohol or drug abuse, which were exclusion factors.
Selecting subjects meeting criteria for a specific disorder could bias
results by only including the most severely affected subjects.
Conversely, selecting subjects without any psychiatric history
could bias results in the opposite direction. The intent was to
recruit a balanced sample that would provide a rigorous test of our
proposed hypotheses.
Subjects provided written informed consent prior to completing
the online screening instrument, and again before interviews and
brain imaging. The present sample overlaps with a previous
reported sample used to study fiber tract integrity [8], but includes
two more subjects with WDV and three additional controls.
Subjects. Twenty-two subjects (6 males, 16 females; mean
age, 21.862.4 years) with a history of WDV and 30 healthy ageequivalent controls (8 males, 22 females; mean age, 21.662.1
years) who met full criteria were imaged. Subjects in the WDV
group reported seeing and hearing years of intense verbal
aggression between their parents, which culminated in some years
in acts of physical violence. Overall, they reported that they
witnessed 3.863.5 (mean 6S.D.) years of exposure to interparental physical plus verbal aggression (IP-PA) along with 6.064.8
years of exposure to interparental verbal aggression without
physical violence (IP-VA), for a total duration of 9.863.2 years.
Controls had no histories of exposure to abuse, traumatic events,
or harsh corporal punishment, and did not meet criteria for any
major Axis I or Axis II psychiatric disorder. All participants were
right-handed and unmedicated.
Recruitment and screening.

Assessments
Abuse and trauma ratings. Exposure to parental verbal
abuse was assessed with the Verbal Aggression Scale [17], which
provides a continuous measure of exposure. Self-report ratings of
psychiatric symptoms were obtained using Kellner’s Symptom
Questionnaire [18]. Ratings of dissociation and ‘limbic irritability’
were obtained using the Dissociative Experience Scale [19] and
limbic system checklist-33 [20].
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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area that differed most significantly between WDV subjects and
controls could potentially account for a significant portion of the
variance in pre-specified symptom ratings. Both cases and controls
were included in the analyses, as we were interested in assessing
potential functional correlates of these GMV differences in the
general population, not just in subjects with WDV. Examining
correlations in only one group, as sometimes advocated, restricts
the range of the independent variable and can seriously bias
results. Range restrictions deflate correlation coefficients if they
reduce the standard deviation of the distribution of scores on one
or both variables, and inflate r values if they increase the standard
deviation, and should be avoided when possible [38]. Further, the
size of the full sample provided sufficient power (0.8) to detect
medium size effects (r,0.4). Analysis of the individuals groups only
provided sufficient power (0.8) to reliably detect large effects.
However, within group analyses were examined for variables that
showed a significant relationship with GMV in the entire subject
pool to determine if the regressive relationship applied to one
group more than the other. Partial correlation analysis was used to
minimize the influence of age and gender on the strength of the
association.

superior, middle and inferior occipital gyri, occipital pole and
cuneus. Correction for multiple comparisons were made using the
False discovery rate (FDR) method of Benjamini and Hochberg
[31].
Statistical analyses. Data analyses were conducted using R
[32]. Differences between groups were evaluated using ANCOVA.
The primary hypothesis tested was whether there were significant
regional brain differences between subjects who witnessed DV and
unexposed psychiatrically healthy controls.
Susceptible versus resilient subjects. Four additional
analyses were performed to extend these findings. In the first we
divided the WDV group into susceptible subjects who met criteria
for either major depression, PTSD, anxiety disorders, eating
disorders or personality disorders following exposure to interparental violence (n = 13) and relatively resilient subjects who have
not met criteria for any of these disorders (n = 9). This division was
used to determine whether observed group differences in volume
or thickness were specific to the susceptible subgroup.
Witnessing interparental verbal aggression versus
physical aggression. Second, we assessed whether witnessing

interparental physical aggression (IP-PA) was more strongly
associated with alterations in regional GMV or thickness then
witnessing episodes of interparental verbal aggression (IP-VA).
The relative statistical impact of duration of exposure to IP-VA
versus IP-PA on measures of thickness or volume (adjusted for age,
gender and total GMV or mean cortical thickness) was determined
using multiple regression. Additional regressors included parental
education, perceived financial sufficiency and exposure to parental
verbal abuse. The variance decomposition method of Lindeman
et al., [33,34] was used to more accurately determine the
proportion of the variance attributable to each regressor, as these
regressors were not entirely independent (R package relaimpo).
Sensitive period analysis. Third, the presence of a potential
‘sensitive period’ when childhood exposure to WDV was most
strongly associate with adult measures of volume or thickness was
assessed using random forest regression with conditional inference
trees (‘cforest ‘in R package party [35]). This is a new computationally intensive analytic procedure based on decision trees. It is
a form of ‘‘ensemble learning’’ in which a large number of
unpruned decision trees are generated and their results aggregated. Advantages of random forest regression include: (1) very high
classification accuracy; (2) a novel method of determining variable
importance; (3) no restrictions regarding the distribution and
scaling properties of the data; and (4) high tolerance for
multicolinearity [36,37]. We used a variant of Breiman’s approach
with conditional trees as the base learners to avoid a potential
problem with biased estimates that can emerge when variables
differ in range or number of categories [35]. For these analyses
1000 trees were generated with four variables randomly selected
for evaluation at each node. Conditional forest regression indicates
importance by assessing the decrease in accuracy of the forest’s fit
following permutation (effective elimination) of a given predictor
variable. The more the permutation of a variable decreases
accuracy the greater the importance of the variable. Crosscorrelations in exposure rates between different ages were also
controlled [35]. Exposure to interparental violence from ages 3–16
was coded with 0 for no exposure, 1 for witnessing IP-VA and 2
for witnessing IP-PA in a given year. Conditional forest regression
determined the relative importance of exposure at each age on
measures of volume or thickness adjusted for age, gender,
perceived financial sufficiency, parental education, PVA and total
GMV or mean cortical thickness.
Symptom ratings and brain measures. Finally, exploratory correlation analyses assessed whether differences in GMV in the
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
Demographics and IQ
The two groups were well matched in gender, age, and
education (Table 1). There was about a two-year difference in
extent of parental education, and significant differences in
perceived financial sufficiency and exposure to parental verbal
abuse. WDV subjects indicated that their family’s financial
resources were on average nearly adequate, while controls
indicated that they were more than adequate. Subjects in these
two groups also had similar mean performance scores on memory
tests. There were no significant differences in IQ measures
between the groups, which were in the range typical for college
students.

Symptom Ratings and Diagnoses
Subjects in the WDV group had increased ratings of anxiety,
depression, somatization, anger-hostility, dissociation and ‘limbic
irritability’. Thirteen subjects in the WDV group meet DSM-IV
criteria for one or more disorders. There were 9 subjects who met
criteria (past or current) for major depression. Seven subjects met
criteria for an anxiety disorder including four subjects with
a history of PTSD. Two subjects had a past history of eating
disorders, and one subject met criteria for a personality disorder.
There were no differences between groups in their degree of drug
use. WDV subjects consumed slightly more alcohol.

Voxel-based Morphometry
The most prominent VBM finding was a 6.1% decrease in
GMV in the right lingual gyrus (BA18; Talairach’s coordinates
x = 20, y = –103, z = 0, Z = 4.62, P = 0.029, FDR corrected peak
level) (Fig. 1). The identified region consisted of a 401 voxel cluster
in the right lingual gyrus , inferior occipital gyrus (BA18;
Talairach’s coordinates x = 20–36, y = –103– –92, z = –7–0). No
other areas of decreased GMV were found with a corrected cluster
or peak probability value that approached significance. Two small
regions of decreased GMV were identified in the left cuneus
(BA18, x = –20, y = –103, z = –3, cluster size = 216) and right
lingual gyrus (BA18, x = 6, y = –78, z = 1, cluster size = 159) at an
uncorrected peak level (Z = 3.94 and 3.43, respectively). There was
also one small region of increased GMV in WDV subjects in the
3
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics and assessments or ratings of subjects witnessing domestic violence and unexposed
controls.

Unexposed [95% CI]

Witnessed Domestic Violence

Statistics

Characteristics

N = 30

N = 22

(ANOVA, other)

p-value

Gender (Males/Females)

8M/22F

6M/16F

Fisher

1

Age (years)

21.6 [20.81–22.39]

21.8 [20.77–22.87]

0.122

0.86

Subject Education (years)a

14.28 [13.83–14.73]

13.57 [12.12–15.03]

1.18

p.0.2

Parental Education (years)

16.28 [15.30–17.27]

14.50 [13.32–15.68]

5.47

p,0.03

Perceived Financial Sufficiency

3.63 [3.38–3.88]

2.77 [2.47–3.08]

20.25

p,0.00005

Parental Verbal Abuse Score

12.53 [9.86–15.20]

40.45 [31.68–49.23]

49.92

p,1028

Short-term memorya,b

111.9 [105.9–117.8]

108.8 [102.1–115.4]

0.44

p.0.5

Verbal memorya,b

115.6 [109.9–121.3]

113.5 [107.9–119.0]

0.28

p.0.5

Visual memorya,b

111.6 [107.5–115.7]

111.0 [106.3–115.7]

0.05

p.0.8

Global memorya,b

115.8 [111.4–120.1]

114.2 [109.6–118.8]

0.25

p.0.6

Verbal IQa,b

127.0 [122.2–131.7]

121.8 [116.2–127.4]

2.03

p.0.1

Performance IQa,b

115.9 [111.3–120.4]

114.3 [109.0–119.7]

0.19

p.0.6

Memory Assessment Scale

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

a,b

123.6 [118.9–128.2]

120.2 [114.7–125.6]

0.90

p.0.3

Verbal Comprehension Indexa,b

127.3 [122.8–131.8]

124.5 [119.3–129.8]

0.66

p.0.4

Perceptual Organizationa,b

117.9 [112.7–123.1]

116.6 [110.5–122.7]

0.11

p.0.7

Working Memory Indexa,b

116.1 [110.1–122.1]

109.7 [102.7–116.8]

1.93

p.0.1

Processing Speed Indexa,b

112.3 [107.3–117.4]

108.2 [102.3–114.1]

1.15

p.0.2

Anxietya,b

4.21 [2.87–5.55]

8.55 [6.59–10.50]

15.18

p,0.0004

Depessiona,b

3.03 [1.74–4.33]

7.41 [5.39–9.43]

15.43

p,0.0003

Somatizationa,b

3.61 [2.14–5.07]

7.81 [6.09–9.53]

13.61

p,0.0007

Anger-Hostiity

3.31 [2.33–4.29]

5.27 [3.88–6.67]

5.73

p,0.03

Limbic System Checklist-33a,b

10.57 [6.87–14.27]

23.18 [16.60–29.76]

13.6

p,0.0006

Dissociative Experience Scalea,b

4.58 [3.12–6.03]

14.32 [10.20–18.45]

26.95

p,1025

Drug use (days/month)a,b

0.36 [0.030–0.69]

0.27 [0.018–0.52]

0.16

p.0.6

Alcohol use (drinks/month)a,b

4.84 [3.70–5.98]

6.76 [5.25–8.28]

4.37

p,0.05

Full Scale IQ

a,b

Adjusted for aage, bgender.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.t001

ANCOVA showed a significant main effect of group in the
comparison between unexposed, susceptible and relatively
resilient subjects in the four regions delineated in Table 2.
For these regions (i.e., V2 bilaterally, right lingual gyrus, left
occipital pole) it appeared to make no difference whether the
subjects were susceptible or resilient, the regions were equally
thin. However, this analysis also identified two regions of
extriastriate visual cortex (MT/V5 bilaterally) in which there
was a small but significant difference between resilient and
susceptible individuals. On balance, V5/MT was about 5%
thicker in resilient versus susceptible subjects exposed to WDV
(both p,0.04).

right thalamus (x = 14, y = –23, z = 12, cluster size = 65) that was
significant (Z = 3.47) at an uncorrected peak level.

Cortical Thickness Measures
FreeSurfer was used to ascertain whether there were significant
associations between WDV and thickness of the different portions
of the visual cortex. As indicated in Table 2, the right lingual gyrus
was about 6.5% thinner in WDV subjects. Further, V2 bilaterally
and the left occipital pole were about 6% thinner in subjects
witnessing DV.

Susceptible Versus Resilient Results
Results for the subgroup analysis comparing susceptible versus
relatively resilient individuals with WDV are summarized in
Table 3. Susceptible and relatively resilient subjects did not
differ significantly in their extent of exposure to interparental
violence. On average, resilient subjects reported 3.962.7 years
of exposure to IP-PA and 4.863.9 years of exposure to IP-VA
versus 4.064.0 and 6.264.6 years respectively for susceptible
subjects (IP-PA: t = 20.08,df = 19.998, p.0.9; IP-VA:
t = 20.79,df = 19.025, p.0.4; Welch Two Sample t-test).
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Witnessing Interparental Verbal Versus Physical Abuse
Results on GMV
The strength of the statistical association between duration of
exposure to IP-VA versus IP-PA and GMV of the right lingual
gyrus is illustrated in Figure 2. Duration of exposure to IP-VA
accounted for 19.8% of the variance in GMV of this region. In
contrast, duration of exposure to IP-PA accounted for only 3.2%
of the variance.
4
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Figure 1. Voxel based morphometry results. Significant differences between subjects exposed to high levels of WDV and unexposed controls.
Significantly decreased gray-matter densities in WDV subjects were measured in the right and left lingual gyrus (BA18). Color scale: 0–5 represent tvalues.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.g001

tions between GMV in right lingual gyrus and LSCL-33 were
discernible in the WDV group but not in the control group.

Witnessing Interparental Verbal Versus Physical Abuse
Results on Thickness
Figure 3 illustrates the results of the same analyses applied to the
FreeSurfer thickness measures. Duration of exposure to IP-VA
accounted for a much greater share of the variance then exposure
to IP-PA in thickness measures for right V2 and right lingual
gyrus. In contrast, duration of exposure to IP-PA accounted for
a greater share of the variance then exposure to IP-VA in thickness
measures for left V2 and left occipital pole.

Discussion
VBM identified a significant association between exposure to
WDV and reduced GMV in the right lingual gyrus. Analysis using
cortical surface parcellation also provided evidence for statistically
significant differences in the thickness of the right lingual gyrus, left
occipital pole and V2 bilaterally.
This right lingual gyrus plays a critical role in global aspects of
figure recognition [39] and object naming [40]. It is characterized
anatomically as a unimodal sensory area [41], though its response
to visual stimuli is modulated by other types of sensory information
through cortical back projections [41]. It may also be an important
substrate for dreaming [42] and colors [43], and is a brain region
that consistently shows a reduction in cerebral blood flow after
sleep deprivation or disruption [44,45]. Sleep disruption caused by
WDV may diminish activity and blood flow to this region, and
consequently alter its developmental trajectory. V2 is a component
of early visual cortex that appears to be essential for conscious
visual awareness [46]. Similarly, V5/MT plays a critical role in the
conscious perception of visual movement [47]. Recent studies
suggest that visual awareness depends on feedback from regions of
extrastriate visual cortex (e.g., V2, V5/MT) back to V1 [46,47].
The occipital pole is the most posterior portion of the occipital
cortex and is the major component of V1.
These results are similar to findings previously reported in
subjects exposed to CSA [48]. Those individuals had reduced
GMV in V1 and V2 bilaterally, with most prominent differences
appearing in right lingual gyrus and left fusiform gyrus using
FreeSurfer [48]. These observations also fit with results of our

Sensitive Period Results
Results of conditional forest regression analyses are illustrated in
Figure 4. Overall, exposure age accounted for 17% (p = 0.002) and
13% (p,0.008) of the variance in right lingual gyrus GMV and
thickness, respectively. Similarly, exposure age accounted for 14%
(p,0.006) and 11% (p,0.02) of the variance in thickness of right
and left V2. The importance of exposure at each age was not
however uniform. The most important predictors of right lingual
gyrus GMV and thickness were exposure at 11–12, and 12–13
years of age, respectively. Similarly, exposures at 12–13 years were
key predictors of left and right V2 thickness. Peak sensitivity
occurred at age 11 for right lingual gyrus GMV, age 12 for right
lingual gyrus thickness and age 13 for V2 thickness bilaterally.

Right Lingual Gyrus GMV and Symptom Ratings
As indicated in Table 4, there were significant associations
between GMV in right lingual gyrus (BA18: Talairach’s
coordinates x = 6, y = –80, z = –4) and symptoms of dissociation
and limbic irritability across the entire subject pool. These
statistical associations were most discernible in the LSCL-33
subscales measuring somatization and dissociation. Partial correlaPLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Table 2. Mean and 95% confidence intervals for cortical thickness measures in the occipital region for unexposed subjects versus
subjects who witnessed domestic violence.

Measures

Unexposed*

WDV Group

Group F

Group q**

right V1

1.76 [1.71–1.81]

1.68 [1.61–1.74]

2.94

p.0.2

right V2{

2.16 [2.13–2.20]

2.03 [1.99–2.08]

14.65

p,0.007

right MT

2.58 [2.52–2.65]

2.56 [2.48–2.65]

0.07

p.0.8

right inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus

2.77 [2.71–2.84]

2.69 [2.61–2.78]

1.53

p.0.4

right cuneus gyrus

1.87 [1.82–1.93]

1.75 [1.69–1.82]

5.38

p,0.07

right middle occipital gyrus

2.84 [2.78–2.91]

2.87 [2.79–2.94]

0.13

p.0.8

right superior occipital gyrus

2.31 [2.24–2.39]

2.40 [2.30–2.49]

1.27

p.0.4

right lateral fusiform gyrus

2.97 [2.89–3.05]

2.97 [2.87–3.07]

0.005

p.0.9

right lingual gyrus

2.14 [2.09–2.19]

2.00 [1.94–2.07]

8.05

p,0.04

right occipital pole

2.08 [2.02–2.13]

1.96 [1.89–2.03]

5.31

p,0.07

left V1

1.68 [1.65–1.72]

1.60 [1.55–1.64]

6.33

p,0.07

left V2

2.10 [2.06–2.14]

1.97 [1.93–2.02]

13.65

p,0.007

left MT

2.55 [2.50–2.61]

2.55 [2.49–2.61]

0.005

p.0.9

left inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus

2.53 [2.46–2.61]

2.45 [2.35–2.54]

1.35

p.0.4

left cuneus gyrus

1.81 [1.76–1.86]

1.79 [1.73–1.85]

0.19

p.0.8

left middle occipital gyrus

2.77 [2.71–2.83]

2.81 [2.73–2.88]

0.47

p.0.6

left superior occipital gyrus

2.29 [2.23–2.36]

2.24 [2.16–2.32]

0.69

p.0.6

left lateral fusiform gyrus

2.95 [2.88–3.01]

2.90 [2.82–2.98]

0.55

p.0.6

left lingual gyrus

1.99 [1.94–2.05]

1.87 [1.81–1.94]

5.75

p,0.07

left occipital pole

2.11 [2.06–2.17]

1.96 [1.89–2.03]

8.39

p,0.04

*Mean values adjusted for age, gender, parental education, preceived financial sufficiency, exposure to parental verbal abuse and mean cortical thickness.
**P values adjusted for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) method of Benjamini and Hochberg.
{
Regions highlighted in bold differed significantly between groups.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.t002

10 to 13 years of age [53]. The present findings suggest that visual
cortex may be particularly vulnerable to WDV during the
peripubertal period.
The present findings also expand on our prior observation that
visually witnessing IP-VA was associated with greater statistical
effects on FA in the ILF then witnessing IP-PA [8]. GMV and
thickness of the right lingual gyrus and right V2 in the current
study were strongly influenced by duration of exposure to IP-VA
but not IP-PA. On the other hand, thickness in left V2 and left
occipital pole appeared to be more strongly influenced by duration
of exposure to IP-PA then IP-VA. This is an intriguing observation
of potential hemispheric differences that, if replicable, suggests
a considerable degree of complexity in the association between
type of exposure and morphometric measures.
Differences between WDV and controls in these regions were
apparent in both relatively resilient and susceptible individuals.
We had previously reported that reduced GMV in visual cortex
was observable in both susceptible and resilient subjects with CSA
[48], and that reduced FA in the ILF in WDV subjects was not
mediated by presence or severity of psychiatric symptoms [8]. The
presence of discernible (and potentially equivalent) neurobiological
abnormalities in psychiatrically-resilient versus susceptible individuals with maltreatment histories appears to be an emerging
trend. For example, we recently reported a strong association
between severity of exposure to maltreatment and hippocampal
subfield volume in dentate gyrus and CA3 that was unrelated to
history or severity of depression or PTSD [13]. Similarly,
Dannlowski et al. [54] reported reduced hippocampal volume,
and increased anygdala reactivity in maltreated subjects without

previous WDV DTI analysis, which showed reduced FA in the left
ILF connecting occipital cortex and limbic regions [8]. Reduced
occipital GMV was also found by Fennema-Notestine et al., [49]
to be associated with a prior history of childhood abuse. Further,
diminished activation of right visual association areas was reported
in a PET study of women with CSA-related PTSD [50]. Hence,
different studies using an array of techniques provide complementary evidence for a potential association between exposure to
certain forms of childhood abuse and structure or function of the
visual cortex.
Interestingly, we observed a very different pattern of results in
a sample of young adults exposed to high levels of parental verbal
abuse but not WDV, CSA or PA. VBM revealed an increase in
GMV in left superior temporal gyrus (auditory cortex) of verballyabused subjects [11], and DTI analyses showed reduced FA in the
arcuate fasciculus interconnecting Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas
[51]. Together these findings suggest that sensory systems that
process and interpret the adverse sensory inputs may be modified
by the exposure.
The present findings also revealed a potential sensitive period,
between 11–13 years of age, when exposure to WDV exerted
maximal effects on GMV or thickness. This fits with our prior
observation of a sensitive period between 7–13 years for WDV and
myelination of the ILF [8], and with our earlier observation that
CSA was associated with a reduction in occipital cortex GMV if it
occurred prior to age 12 (in an all female sample) but not after
[48]. Research has shown that plasticity of the visual cortex abates
following puberty [52], and that human perceptual development
remains vulnerable to damage from adverse visual experience until
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Table 3. Mean and 95% confidence intervals for cortical thickness measures in the occipital region for unexposed subjects versus
relatively resilient and susceptible individuals who witnessed domestic violence.

Measures

Unexposed*

Resilient (R)

Susceptible (S)

Group F Group p

R vs S

right V1

1.76 [1.71–1.81]

1.69 [1.60–1.77]

1.67 [1.60–1.74]

1.55

p.0.2

p.0.8

right V2{

2.16 [2.13–2.20]

2.03 [1.96–2.09]

2.04 [1.98–2.09]

7.22

p,0.002

p.0.9

right V5/MT

2.58 [2.52–2.64]

2.65 [2.55–2.76]

2.51 [2.42–2.60]

3.31

p,0.05

p,0.04

right inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus

2.77 [2.70–2.84]

2.72 [2.61–2.84]

2.68 [2.58–2.77]

1.03

p.0.3

p.0.7

right cuneus gyrus

1.87 [1.82–1.93]

1.75 [1.66–1.84]

1.76 [1.68–1.83]

2.64

p,0.1

p.0.9

right middle occipital gyrus

2.85 [2.78–2.91]

2.86 [2.75–2.96]

2.87 [2.78–2.96]

0.10

p.0.9

p.0.9

right superior occipital gyrus

2.31 [2.24–2.39]

2.46 [2.34–2.59]

2.35 [2.25–2.46]

1.96

p..1

p.0.2

right lateral fusiform gyrus

2.97 [2.89–3.05]

2.99 [2.85–3.13]

2.95 [2.84–3.07]

0.12

p.0.8

p.0.8

right lingual gyrus

2.14 [2.09–2.19]

2.00 [1.91–2.08]

2.01 [1.93–2.08]

3.96

p,0.03

p.0.9

right occipital pole

2.08 [2.02–2.13]

1.95 [1.86–2.04]

1.96 [1.88–2.04]

2.62

p,0.1

p.0.9

left V1

1.69 [1.65–1.72]

1.59 [1.53–1.65]

1.60 [1.55–1.66]

3.16

p,0.06

p.0.9

left V2

2.10 [2.06–2.14]

1.99 [1.93–2.05]

1.96 [1.91–2.02]

7.03

p,0.003

p.0.6

left V5/MT

2.55 [2.50–2.60]

2.62 [2.54–2.70]

2.51 [2.44–2.58]

3.22

p,0.05

p,0.05

left inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus

2.53 [2.46–2.60]

2.52 [2.39–2.64]

2.40 [2.30–2.51]

2.12

p.0.1

p.0.2

left cuneus gyrus

1.81 [1.76–1.86]

1.79 [1.70–1.87]

1.79 [1.72–1.86]

0.09

p.0.9

p.0.9

left middle occipital gyrus

2.77 [2.71–2.83]

2.83 [2.73–2.93]

2.79 [2.71–2.88]

0.47

p.0.6

p.0.7

left superior occipital gyrus

2.29 [2.23–2.35]

2.32 [2.21–2.43]

2.19 [2.10–2.28]

2.90

p,0.07

p,0.08

left lateral fusiform gyrus

2.95 [2.88–3.01]

2.94 [2.83–3.05]

2.88 [2.79–2.97]

0.85

p.0.4

p.0.5

left lingual gyrus

1.99 [1.94–2.05]

1.88 [1.79–1.97]

1.87 [1.79–1.95]

2.85

p,0.07

p.0.9

left occipital pole

2.11 [2.06–2.17]

1.92 [1.83–2.02]

1.98 [1.90–2.06]

4.93

p,0.02

p.0.5

*Mean values adjusted for age, gender, parental education, preceived financial sufficiency, exposure to parental verbal abuse and mean cortical thickness.
{
Regions highlighted in bold differed significantly between groups.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.t003

psychopathology. Additional evidence for amygdala hyperreactivity in maltreated individuals without psychopathology has also
been reported by McCrory et al. [55] and van Harmelen et al.
[56]. This has led to the speculation that these neurobiological

correlates of exposure may be more of a risk factor for
psychopathology than a consequence.
Interestingly, though reductions in right lingual GMV was
observed in both susceptible and resilient subjects, there were
significant associations between GMV in this region and selfreport ratings of dissociation and limbic irritability. The most
strongly associated subscale of the LSCL-33 in the WDV group
consisted of items such as ‘‘The sensations that events, conversations, or a place was strangely familiar, as if you had experienced
or dreamed the situation before’’ and ‘‘The sensation that your
mind has left your body, or that you are watching yourself as
a detached observer’’. While resilient subjects exposed to DV had
ratings of depression and anxiety that were no greater than
controls (and substantially lower than in susceptible individuals),
they had dissociative experience scores nearly equal to susceptible
subjects and much greater than controls. Hence, although resilient
subjects in the WDV group did not experience the most common
psychiatric consequences of exposure (depression and anxiety) they
did experience heightened levels of dissociation. Alterations in the
development of the right lingual gyrus or the ILF [8] (which
interconnects lingual gyrus with hippocampus) may play a role in
the generation of this phenomenon. This may result from: (1)
a problem in the cross-modal influence of other sensory systems on
visual perception [41]; (2) impaired integration of visual perceptions and hippocampal contextual memories through the ILF; or
(3) intrusion of dream-like visual imagery (associated with right
lingual gyrus [42]) into wake time.
The present study is relatively unique in its focus on the
potential consequences of exposure to a specific type of abuse. This
approach has been useful in revealing similarities and differences

Figure 2. Relative importance – linear regression. Linear
regression with variance decomposition indicating the percent of
variance in adjusted gray matter volume from peak VBM cluster
accounted for by regressors. Dur IP Physical – duration of witnessing
interparental physical aggression (years), Dur IP Verbal – duration of
witnessing interparental verbal aggression without physical violence
(years), Financial Suf – perceived financial sufficiency during childhood,
Parental Ed – average parental education (years), Parental Verb Aggr –
average parental verbal aggression score.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.g002
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Figure 3. Relative importance – linear regression. Linear regression with variance decomposition indicating the percent of variance in adjusted
regional cortical thickness measures from FreeSurfer accounted for by regressors. Dur IP Physical – duration of witnessing interparental physical
aggression (years), Dur IP Verbal – duration of witnessing interparental verbal aggression without physical violence (years), Financial Suf – perceived
financial sufficiency during childhood, Parental Ed – average parental education (years), Parental Verb Aggr – average parental verbal aggression
score.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.g003

between the neurobiological correlates of exposure to childhood
sexual abuse [48,57], parental verbal abuse [11,51], WDV [8] and
harsh corporal punishment [12,58]. This strength is also
a limitation as many abused individuals, particularly those
involved in the mental health system, experienced multiple forms
of maltreatment. Hamby et al. [59] reported in a nationally
representative sample, that 56.6% of youth witnessing interparental violence would, over the course of their lifetime, experience
other forms of maltreatment. Hence, our findings are more
applicable to the remaining 43%, who experience WDV as their
sole form of maltreatment.
Studies of individuals exposed to single types of maltreatment
have primarily identified differences in sensory regions or pathways
[8,11,48,51]. This observation stands in contrast to findings from
other studies, including our own, that combine subjects exposed to
one or more types of abuse into a single group. Those studies have
predominantly identified alterations in corpus callosum, hippocampus
and
frontal
cortex
[13,54,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71]. It may be the case
that chronic exposure to a specific type of adversity primarily affects
the development of sensory systems that process or convey the
adverse sensory input. In contrast, neurobiological response (or
adaptation) to multiple forms of adversity may occur predominantly
at limbic or frontal cortical levels and affect interhemispheric
communication. This view is compatible with the observation that
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

risk for psychopathology is much greater in individuals exposed to
multiple types of maltreatment then single forms [17,72].
The main limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size.
A large, initial sample of 18- to 25-year-olds was surveyed to identify
a healthy sample of subjects in the community, as opposed to
psychiatric sources, who were exposed only to WDV and to no other
forms of trauma or early adversity. Exposure to high levels of WDV
but to no other forms of abuse is a relatively common occurrence,
reported by about 4% of subjects in this age range [17]. Our findings
should generalize to subjects experiencing WDV or WDV plus
parental verbal abuse, but no other forms of abuse, as we selected
subjects without regard to psychopathology (except substance
abuse). It remains to be seen if the same findings emerge in subjects
exposed to WDV plus sexual or physical abuse.
Although this study revealed a significant association between
a self-reported history of WDV and decreased GMV or thickness
in visual cortex, it should be emphasized that the finding is
correlational and does not prove that WDV caused the decrease.
Prospective longitudinal studies are required to establish a causal
relationship. Nevertheless, these findings are consistent with
a causal relationship and suggest that exposure to WDV may
act as a traumatic stressor to alter the development of the visual
cortex. If so, these results underscore efforts to prevent children
from exposure to acts of domestic violence and other forms of
abuse or neglect.
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Figure 4. Relative importance – conditional forest regression. Relative importance of exposure to interparental aggression during specific
years of childhood on adjusted measures of gray matter volume or thickness in right lingual gyrus and V2 bilaterally. Results based on random forest
regression with conditional trees indicating the percent decrease in accuracy of the fit following permutation of each exposure age.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.g004

Table 4. Partial correlations between gray matter volume in right lingual gyrus and symptom ratings, controlling for age and
gender.

All Subjects
Ratings

Correlation

WDV Group
P value

Healthy Controls

Correlation

P value

Correlation

P value

Dissociation (DES)

20.31

p,0.03

20.32

p,0.16

0.32

p,0.09

Limbic Irritability (LSCL-33)

20.36

p,0.009

20.49

p,0.02

0.17

p.0.3
p.0.8

LSCL - Somatization

20.39

p,0.004

20.46

p,0.03

0.04

LSCL - Hallucinations

20.26

p,0.06

20.37

p,0.10

0.11

p.0.5

LSCL - Automatisms

20.25

p,0.08

20.32

p,0.15

0.28

p,0.14

20.35

p = 0.01

20.50

p,0.02

0.25

p,0.2

Anxiety (SQ)

20.26

p = 0.06

20.30

p,0.2

0.12

p.0.5

Depression (SQ)

20.23

p = 0.10

20.27

p.0.2

0.26

p,0.18

LSCL - Dissociation

Somatization (SQ)

20.12

p.0.4

20.07

p.0.7

0.20

p.0.3

Hostility (SQ)

20.10

p.0.5

20.15

p.0.5

0.22

p.0.2

Abbreviations: DES - Dissociative Experience Scale, LSCL-33 - Limbic System Checklist - 33, SQ - Symptom Questionnaire, WDV - Witnessing Domestic Violence.
Values in bold are statistically significant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052528.t004
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